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Introduction

1.1.1

Capaciti Skills Development

In 2010, the CITi expanded its focus on skills beyond the pure IT sectors, to include the IT related needs of
ICT-e enabled industries in Cape Town (including insurance, asset management, retail, government etc).
This was because of a need to address massive offshoring of software development skills outside of the
region. CITi, supported by one of its key funders (the Department of Economic Development and Tourism
of the Western Cape Government (DEDT PGWC), has set itself the challenge of growing the Western Cape
pool of skills by initiating, facilitating and managing projects to meet industry demand for ICT skills in
critical short supply. These projects are managed under an umbrella “CapaCITI” programme.
CapaCITi1000 is The CITi’s industry-demand led multi-stakeholder programme initiated in 2010 by the
Cape IT Initiative and DEDAT WCG, in collaboration with industry, academia, the relevant SETAs and the
e-Skills Institute of the Department of Communications. The primary objective of the CapaCITi 1000
programme is to “Add, Up-Skill or Re-Skill 1000 people with IT skills in Critical Short Supply” and to focus
on creating work experience and training opportunities for unemployed graduates and unemployed
youth.
Since its inception in 2010, CapaCiTi has established itself as an important player in driving and
accelerating IT skills training and IT job facilitation in the Western Cape. CapaCiTi has experienced great
success on numerous fronts, including:
•
•
•

Training many previously unemployed graduates in IT Skills that are in short supply
Placing previously unemployed graduates in IT internships and jobs in the Western Cape,
Gauteng and the Eastern Cape
Developing an expanding network of companies that benefit from the surge in available skills
through the CapaCiTi programmes

Through our skills training programmes, CapaCITi had two central aims:
•
•

To address the skills shortages in ICT-related skills that have detrimental consequences to our
local industry and economy and
To address the high level of unemployment in the region by offering opportunities to suitable
unemployed graduates.

The CapaCITi programme focuses not only on recruiting and training these candidates, but also on
providing soft skills support, basic living support, placement in internships and employment support.
Overall the programme has successfully placed over 85% of these candidates in internships and/or
employment. To date all the programmes have focused on fast-tracking unemployed IT and non-IT
graduates into IT skills in short supply.
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The first initiative under the CapaCITi 1000 programme in 2011, was focused on addressing the critical
need for Business Analysis and Systems Analysis (BASA) skills in the Western Cape Insurance sector of the
financial services industry and the related ICT sector that services this vertical. It was piloted in 2011 with
a post graduate diploma in Business Analysis and Systems Analysis specifically created by UCT for the
programme. The pilot programme placed 38 interns at 12 host companies in the Insurance and ICT sector
in the Western Cape, and has received widespread acclaim and had a 92% post programme employment
rate.
Following the success of the BASA 2011 pilot programme, CapaCITi1000 rolled out several unique new
programmes which we asked UCT, UWC and CPUT to develop to meet industry critical skills needs. These
included 1) The UCT BASA 2012 and 2013 post graduate diploma; 2) The UWC IT Application and
Infrastructure Management 2012 post graduate diploma with 15 candidates; 3) The UWC 2012 and 2013
Software Development post graduate diplomas with 30 candidates and 4) 2011, 2012 and 2013 Software
certification programmes in Java, SAP and PHP, IBM RPG.
Candidates from these programmes are in great demand due to the scarcity of these skills in the country.
The certification programmes are of value to our industry partners as there is a very high demand for
candidates that are skilled in specific programming languages such as those offered by these programmes.
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1.1.2

The profile of target beneficiaries,

Apart from respective programmes’ qualification requirement, an ideal beneficiary should/must:
• Be motivated to pursue an IT career in the programme
• Be a South African citizen
• Should either be unemployed or not employed in their preferred career, with the following
specific conditions for the various programmes. In the case of the BA SA programme: Information
Systems, Computer Science and Engineering graduates should preferably have been either
unemployed or employed in an area outside of their chosen career, for at least 6 months (This is
because the programme’s key objective is to fast-track non-IT graduates into IT careers due to the
shortage of graduate level IT skills.) In the case of IBM and Java, - Graduates with IT-related degree
who are unemployed
• Be aged between 21 and 35 years as at the programme start date
• Must not have been employed on any other internship programme within the past 2 years
(excluding internship undertaken in the normal course of their degree)
• Must meet the BEE and other recruitment requirements, and pass the relevant recruitment tests,
of the host companies (as defined by the host companies) and the relevant SETA of the host
company

1.1.3

Target beneficiaries, start and completion dates

The following numbers of people were trained between 2013 - 2016:
Year
Post Graduate Diploma
Programmes –
GRADUATES
PG Dip Business Analysis
& Systems Analysis (UCT)
PG Dip Software
Development (UWC)
Software Certification
Programmes GRADUATES
IBM RPG Programming
Certification
Advanced Java
Programming
Certification 1
Advanced Java
Programming
Certification 2
Java Post Matric

2013
StartEnd
Date
Jan –
Nov
July –
Dec

Microsoft .Net

3

No of
Benefi
ciaries
42
15

May –
Nov
April Sept

11

Aug –
Dec

25

--

--

--

--

22

2014
StartEnd
Date
Feb Nov
June Dec

No of
Benefi
ciaries
28
29

Mar –
Sept
Mar –
Sept

16

Aug –
Feb
2015
-July Dec

2015
StartEnd
Date
Feb Nov
Jun Nov

No of
Benefi
ciaries
45
16

May –
Nov
April Sept

19

20

2016
Start
-End
Date
Apr Mar
Jul –
Dec

No of
Benefi
ciaries
14
14

28

22

May
-Dec
--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

37

20

--

--

FebOct
--

21

--

--

PROPEL IT (College of
Cape Town)
Hyperion Micro-Degree
in Software Development
TOTAL NUMBER OF
GRADUATE
BENEFICIARIES

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

115

134

102

AugOct
AugDec

97
23

213

Table 1.1: CapaCiTi Project Timelines
Table 1.1 presents training start dates and end dates for all the nine programmes since inception. Where
it’s blank, it implies that training did not take place in that period.
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2

Assessment of Project Performance

2.1.1

Beneficiaries Demographics

To ascertain the extent to which the CapaCiTi job creation intervention targeted the correct profile of
beneficiaries, figures 4.1, 4.2. and 4.3. below shows the age, gender and race profile of beneficiaries.
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4.1.1.1 Age Profile

Figure 4.1 below shows the age profile of the sampled beneficiaries.
Figure 4.1: Beneficiaries Age profile

Age: Sample Proportion (%)

0%
11% 2%
31%

Age: < 18
Age: 18 - 24
Age: 25 - 29

56%

Age: 30 - 35
Age: > 35

The CapaCiTi1000 programme targets unemployed youth. The NYP 2020 (2015) defines the youth (young
people) as anyone within the age group of 14 to 35 years. As depicted above, the majority (98 percent) of
the beneficiaries are within age range of 18 – 35 years. The age group below 18 years is excluded in this
regard since they are not yet an economically active group.
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4.1.1.2 Race Profile
Figure 4.2 below depicts the race profile of the sampled beneficiaries.
Figure 4.2: Beneficiaries Race profile

Race: Sample Proportion (%)

82.6

BLACK

11.1

2.8

2.8

0.7

COLOURED

WHITE

INDIAN

ASIAN

The CapaCiTi1000 programme target the previously disadvantaged individuals (PDIs). As depicted above
the race profile of sampled beneficiaries reveals that 97 percent are PDIs – i.e. Blacks, Coloureds, Indians
and Asians. Blacks dominate the PDI groups with 83 percent of the total sample.
4.1.1.3 Gender Profile
Below is a bar chart (figure 4.3) showing the gender profile of sampled beneficiaries.
Figure 4.3: Beneficiaries Gender profile

Gender: Sample Proportion (%)

66%

34%

FEMALES

7

MALES

The profile in figure 4.3 mirrors the current nationwide statistics which reflects that unemployment is
more prevalent in females than in males (Stats SA, 2016). This is an unintended outcome of this project
which also intended to redress gender imbalances in South African labour force. Unfortunately, despite
targeted recruitment of women, not many women have been applying for IT programmes. This challenge
of having fewer women entering the ICT space might be traced back to inadequate campaigns/motivation
at the point of entry into tertiary education or earlier at high school level.

2.1.2

Pre-Programme Evaluation

The pre-programme evaluation is aimed ascertaining the extent to which the job creation intervention
target the unemployed and low income earners.

4.1.2.1 Pre-programme Occupation
Figure 4.4. below is a pie chart showing different pre-programme activities of the sampled beneficiaries.
Figure 4.4: Pre-Programme Occupation

Pre-programme Occupation: Sample Proportion (%)

21%
41%

2%

Working
Working and Studying
Studying

36%

Unemployed

As shown on the pie chart above, unemployed beneficiaries have the highest proportion (41%), followed
by those who were studying (36 percent). The proportion of those who were working is 23 percent and
table 4.1 below shows the type of work these beneficiaries were involved in.
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4.1.2.2 Income per Pre-Programme Occupation
Table 4.1 below shows the pre-programme occupation and for each occupation, the number of
incumbents and respective average income is presented.
Pre-programme Position
Corporate Actions Officer
Call Centre Agent
Educator
Administrator
Data Analyst
Assistant (Lecturing/Executive/Film)
Internship
IT Technician
Mechanical work
Operations Manager
Sales Representative
Operator (Systems/Hygiene)
Lab Assistant and studying
Call Centre Agent and Studying
Service Man and Studying
Studying
Unemployed
Total Average Income

Number of incumbents (%)
1 (0.7)
1 (0.7)
3 (2.0)
4 (2.7)
1 (0.7)
3 (2.0)
4 (2.7)
3 (2.0)
1 (0.7)
1 (0.7)
4 (2.7)
2 (1.4)
3 (2.0)
1 (0.7)
1 (0.7)
52 (36)
59 (41)

Average Income
R
8,300.00
R
5,500.00
R
6,833.00
R
6,625.00
R
9,000.00
R
7,500.00
R
5,075.00
R
4,666.00
R
12,000.00
R
6,500.00
R
3,192.00
R
3,000.00
R
3,613.33
R
3,500.00
R
8,000.00
R
R
R
5,488.49*

*=is average only for those who were working, otherwise, the average income for the whole sample is R647.95

Table 4.1: Income per Pre-Programme Occupation

As depicted on table 4.1 above, most of the 23 percent who were working were involved in low
income jobs – with a minimum average income of R3000.00 and a maximum of R12000.00. Those
who were studying and unemployed were not earning anything. The average income total for
the whole sample is R647.95 – which is quite low.

2.1.3

On - Programme Evaluation

The On-programme evaluation is aimed at assessing the beneficiaries’ on - programme experience and
perception of the programme.
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4.1.3.1 On - Programme Highlights
Beneficiaries were asked to provide highlights of their on-programme experience. Table 4.2 shows the
beneficiaries highlights of the programme.
#

On-programme Highlights
1 Acquiring IT skills
2 Team work
3 None
4 Meeting new people/friends
5 Entire programme
6 Graduating
7 Working on challenging projects
8 The Speed Interview process
9 Industry exposure
10 Passing examinations
11 Supportive CapaCiTi Staff
12 Work readiness skills
13 A good Lecturer
14 Balancing work, studies and personal life
15 Leadership skills
16 More practical work than theory
17 Adaptation to new ways of doing things
18 More practical work than theory
19 Studying at UCT
Total
Table 4.2: On-programme Highlights

Responses
46
17
15
13
11
7
7
5
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
144

Responses %
31.9
11.8
10.4
9.0
7.6
4.9
4.9
3.5
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
0.7
0.7
0.7
100.0

As shown on the programme above, the most common response is ‘acquiring IT skills’. This
perhaps signify how appreciative the beneficiaries are regarding this valuable skill. Others were
happy with team work and meeting new people – an indication of the social aspect of the
CapaCiTi1000 programme. Others found working on challenging projects as a programme
highlight – which is a positive assessment linked to experiential learning.

4.1.3.2 Programme Structure
Beneficiaries were asked to comment on an overall view of their respective structure and figure 4.5 shows
how they responded to the question.
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Figure 4.5: Overall View of the Programme Structure

Overall view of the programme structure: responses %
33.3

17.4
14.6
11.8

6.3

5.6
2.8

2.1

1.4

1.4

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

As depicted in figure 4.5, whilst a significant proportion did not respond to this question, 66.7 percent
responses were all positive. Only a few – 1.4 percent thinks the programme structure was either too short
or needs improvement.
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2.1.4

Post - Programme Evaluation

The Post-programme evaluation is aimed at establishing the link of the CapaCiTi job intervention
programmes with permanent jobs created and to measure the impact on income, career and life. This
evaluation is also aimed at showing the extent to which the project has addressed critical ICT skills
shortages in Western Cape and South Africa.

2.1.4.1

Pre-and-post Programme Analysis by Income

Figure 4.6 below shows pre-programme occupations’ respective income being directly compared to post
programme average income. This has been done to directly assess if there has been a remarkable
improvement in income after beneficiaries had undergone CapaCiTi1000 programmes.
Figure 4.6: Pre-and-post Programme Income comparison

Pre-programme versus Post-programme Average Income
R35,000.00
R30,000.00
R25,000.00
R20,000.00
R15,000.00
R10,000.00
R5,000.00
R-

Pre-programme Average Income

Post Programme Average Income

As shown on the bar chart above, for every pre-programme occupation, the average income is surpassed
by post-programme income – the pre-programme Call center agents employees being the highest paid
during the post programme phase. This implies that the CapaCiTi1000 programme yielded positive
financial results – a contribution to the country’s gross domestic product. Figure 4.7 shows the actual
positions occupied during the post – programme phase.
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4.1.4.2 Post Programme Income
The bar chart below depicts the average income earned per specific permanent occupation after
CapaCiTi1000 programme.
Figure 4.7: Post – Programme Average Income per Occupation
Post Programme Average Income per Job Title
Scrum Master
IT System Analyst
Metrics and Reporting Analyst
Analyst Programmer III
Systems Analyst III
Systems Engineer
Trainee Business Analyst
Business Analyst
System Engineer
Analyst Developer
Associate Business Analyst
Software Engineer
Production Support Analyst
Junior Data Modeller
Junior Business Analyst
Reporting Analyst
Software developer
Business Intelligence Officer
Junior SQA Analyst
Business Intelligent Consultant
Assistant Project Manager
Junior Developer
Developer
Junior QA Automation Analyst
Data Analyst
Associate IT Consultant
Web Developer
Test Analyst
Regional Coordinator
Educator
Technical Consultant
Junior .Net Developer
Functional Consultant
Analyst Programmer
Junior Software Developer
Systems Development & Support
Client and Partner Support
Unemployed

R-

R5,000.00

R10,000.00

R15,000.00

R20,000.00

R25,000.00

R30,000.00

R35,000.00

R40,000.00

R45,000.00

Figure 4.7 shows an income range of just below R5 000.00 to just over R40 000.00. As depicted above,
most jobs are pegged at over R10 000. The job title relates to IT – a targeted intervention skill. In this
regard, figure 4.8 below confirms this notion from the beneficiaries themselves.
2.1.4.2

Relationship between Acquired IT skill and Current Role

Sampled beneficiaries were asked whether their current employment role is linked to CapaCiTi1000 job
intervention programme to ascertain the relevance of the programme in question within the IT industry.
Figure 4.8 below is a pie chart depicting the beneficiaries’ responses.
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Figure 4.8: Current Role Relationship to Programme Qualification

Current role relationship to programme qualification

4%5%
Unemployed
No
Yes

91%

The pie chart above shows that 91 percent of the beneficiaries’ respective current employment role is a
result of the CapaCiTi1000 job intervention programme. Only five percent might have failed to get
employment related to their qualification whilst 4 percent are unemployed.
2.1.4.3

Programme Impact Assessment

Sampled beneficiaries were asked to state on how the CapaCiTi1000 programme impacted on their lives.
Table 4.3 below presents their various response.
Programme impact on beneficiaries' life

Responses

% response

A career launch pad

54

37.5

None

22

15.3

An opportunity for personal growth

17

11.8

Financially capable to support family

13

9.0

Brought exposure to IT industry and Social Networks

8

5.6

Boosted my confidence

6

4.2

Increased IT Skills

6

4.2

Yet to realise the impact

6

4.2

Got a permanent job

4

2.8

Improved quality of life

4

2.8

Improved soft skills

2

1.4

Financial independence

1

0.7

1

0.7

Provided a self-empowerment opportunity
Table 4.3: Programme Impact
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As shown on the table 4.3 above, the most stated (38%) impact is the fact that the programme became a
‘Career launch pad’ -which is primarily exactly what the programme is intended to achieve with the
unemployed youth. Once this has been achieved, the expectation is that beneficiaries became financially
independent and can therefore contribute to economic growth. Most responses relate to this assertion –
especially when they mention getting permanent jobs, improved quality of life, family support and
personal growth amongst other reasons.
2.1.5

Host Companies’ Project Evaluation

The pie charts below depict the host companies’ responses to CapaCiTi1000 survey. The host companies
were requested to rate three aspects of the project cycle – i.e. their views of quality of interns, employees
and the CapaCiTi1000 placement process. They were also asked to optionally provide any comments
regarding the project phase in question. The pie chart below shows how companies responded to their
ratings of interns they recruited from CapaCiTi1000 initiative.

Figure 4.9: Host Companies’ Interns Ratings
Host Companies' Interns Ratings

0%
33%

38%

Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Ok

29%

Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

Figure 4.9 shows that none of the companies have been dissatisfied with the interns they recruited from
CapaCiTi1000. The majority (71%) are in fact satisfied or very satisfied with the interns. The 21 companies
who participated in this survey hired a combined 53 percentage total of hired interns.
Figure 4.10 shows how host companies rated the CapaCiTi1000 beneficiaries during the employment
phase of the project. In this regard, the 21 companies who participated in this survey, hired 39 percent
of the beneficiaries.
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Figure 4.10: Host Companies’ Employees Ratings
Host Companies' Employees Ratings

19%

0%
Very Satisfied

57%

24%

Satisfied
Ok
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

As depicted above, the majority (57%) of survey participants are very satisfied with the CapaCiTi
beneficiaries as employees. The increase in the level of satisfaction could be that respective companies
would at that stage be reaping the rewards of the investment made on employees in question during the
internship phase – as these employees increase productivity. None of the participating companies have
been unhappy with their employees.
Figure 4.11 is a pie chart representing how host companies rated CapaCiTi1000 placement process of
interns and/or employees.
Figure 4.11: Host Companies’ Ratings of CapaCiTi Placement Process
CapaCiTi Placement Process: Host Companies' Ratings

0%
29%

38%

Very Good
Good
Average

33%

Poor
Very Poor
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As shown on figure 4.11, all companies had no major issues with the CapaCiTi placement process. Their
ratings are either average or above (the majority).

When asked to comment, only four companies made comments. One company said they would like the
CapaCiTi1000 intervention on unemployment to proceed and benefit more unemployed individuals whilst
another requested for more CVs. One company (which hired 22 interns to date) once had issue with a few
of their interns who had poor work ethics and were coming to work late most of the time. However, the
company in question did not give permanent jobs to these interns. Two companies (including the latter)
pointed out that the CapaCiTi1000 placement process is good but involves a lot of administration and
suggested that they are fine with interviewing a few pre-selected candidates.

2.1.6

Evaluation by Job Titles and Salaries

This evaluation by job title and salaries of the 301 beneficiaries is meant to:
•
•

further explain the extent to which permanent jobs created on this project are linked to the
project intervention
show extent to which permanent jobs created on this project can be deemed as ‘real’ jobs –
salaries being benchmarked against national average incomes.

The table 4.4 below shows the number of permanent jobs created and reported to Jobs Fund, per
programme since inception to date.

Programme
Microsoft. Net Certification
IBM PHP RPG SQL Programming
Oracle Advanced Java Programming

Required
Qualification
IT National Diploma
IT National Diploma
IT National Diploma
Participant in Java
Schools Programme
Any Degree
Any Degree

Java Post-Matric Programme
PG Dip. in Software Development
PG Dip. Business & Systems Analysis
Total
Table 4.4: Permanent jobs created per programme

Post-Training
Qualification
NQF Level 5
NQF Level 5
NQF Level 5
NQF Level 5

Jobs created
11
36
94

NQF Level 8
NQF Level 8

4
56
100
301

The jobs created because of the programme on the table above are divided into five categories and the
respective average incomes generated per position is benchmarked against national salary range. These
categories refer to the programme name and associated employment positions. It is important to note
that each programme intervention yields various skills/positions within the broader field – an outcome of
a variety of concepts/areas of specialisation within the course content and/or subsequent internship area
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of focus. However, whilst IT skills in this regard are related, it only justifiable to provide comparison
between the acquired primary IT skill as per programme name (since programme names refer to a specific
skill) and the skill as a Job title. This would possibly minimize semantics surrounding IT jargon.
The data for national salary range is extracted from Payscale (www.payscale.com). Payscale is a US based
organization which host and maintain the largest online salary survey in the world and provide real time
data for over 7000 positions.

4.1.6.1 Microsoft. Net Certification
This programme is for candidates whose baseline qualification is an IT National Diploma. CapaCiTi1000
beneficiaries are ‘re-skilled’ to attain an NQF level 5 certificate. The certificate together with soft skills
training gives these beneficiaries a competitive advantage on the job market. Below is a comparative
analysis of national entry level salary ranges versus what the CapaCiTi 1000 beneficiaries were/are earning
for entry positions. A .Net Software Developer/Programmer has been used as reference point to
benchmark and compare with CapaCiTi1000 graduate salary range.
Figure 4.12: Microsoft .Net graduate Income comparison to national average income
CapaCiTi1000 Average Graduate Income Range

National Salary Range of a .Net Developer

.Net Graduate Average Income
R18,000.00
R16,000.00
R14,000.00
R12,000.00
R10,000.00
R8,000.00
R6,000.00
R4,000.00
R2,000.00
R0.00

As depicted on the Payscale graph (on the right), the average annual income of a .Net Software
Developer/Programmer from one to four years’ experience range between R93 819 – R392 450. The graph
(left) above, shows that the minimum that a Developer (a CapaCiTi1000 beneficiary) is earning a minimum
of R8500 and the maximum is R17 000 – giving an annual range of R96 000 – R204 000, respectively. Due
to diversity of IT concepts embedded in the Microsoft .Net course components, some Jobs Fund
beneficiaries have opted for other IT careers which are not Developer position. However, it is worthwhile
to note that apart from one employment position of Junior Web Developer, the remaining positions’
annual salaries within the expected national annual salary range a .Net Developer.
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4.1.6.2 IBM PHP RPG SQL Programming
This programme is for candidates whose baseline qualification is an IT National Diploma. CapaCiTi1000
beneficiaries are ‘re-skilled’ to attain an NQF level 5 certificate. The certificate together with soft skills
training gives these beneficiaries a competitive advantage on the job market. Below is a comparative
analysis of national entry level salary ranges versus what the CapaCiTi 1000 beneficiaries were/are earning
for entry positions. A PHP Software Developer/Programmer has been used as reference point to
benchmark and compare with CapaCiTi1000 graduate salary range.

Figure 4.13: IBM graduate Income comparison to national average income
CapaCiTi1000 Average Graduate Income Range

National Salary Range of a PHP Developer

IBM Graduate Average Income
R25,000.00
R20,000.00
R15,000.00
R10,000.00
R5,000.00

Junior Developer

Systems Analyst III

Database Administrator

Software Developer

Social Media Administrator

IT Contractor

Front-End Developer

Junior Solutions Engineer

Junior Quality Engineer

Associate IT Consultant

Junior Tester

DevOps Engineer

Junior SQA Analyst

Junior Automation Scriptor

Junior Programmer

Asset Administrator

R0.00

According to Payscale, the average annual income of a PHP Developer/Programmer from one to four
years’ experience in South Africa, range between R88 723 – R345 381 – as shown on the right graph above.
The minimum that a CapaCiTi1000 beneficiary who is a Programmer is earning is R8500 and the maximum
(for Junior Developer) is R23,416.67– giving an annual range of R102 000 – R281 000.04, respectively. Due
to diversity of IT concepts embedded in the IBM PHP RPG SQL Programming course components, some
Jobs Fund beneficiaries have opted for other IT careers which are not PHP Developer/Programmer
position. However, it is worthwhile to note that apart from one IT employment position of Asset
Administrator, the remaining positions’ annual salaries fall within the expected national annual salary
range a PHP Developer/Programmer.

4.1.6.3 Oracle Advanced Java Programming and Java Post Matric Programme
This programme is for candidates whose baseline qualification is an IT National Diploma and Java Post
Matric graduates because they receive the same qualification. CapaCiTi1000 beneficiaries are ‘re-skilled’
19

to attain an NQF level 5 certificate. The certificate together with soft skills training gives these
beneficiaries a competitive advantage on the job market. Below is a comparative analysis of national entry
level salary ranges versus what the CapaCiTi 1000 beneficiaries were/are earning for entry positions. A
Java Developer has been used as reference point to benchmark and compare with CapaCiTi1000 graduate
salary range.
Figure 4.14: Advanced Java graduate Income comparison to national average income
CapaCiTi1000 Average Graduate Income Range

National Salary Range of a Java Developer

Java Graduate Average Income
R45,000.00
R40,000.00
R35,000.00
R30,000.00
R25,000.00
R20,000.00
R15,000.00
R10,000.00
R5,000.00

Junior Tester
Junior QA Automation Analyst
Junior Automation Scripter
Associate IT Consultant
IT Consultant
Junior Developer
Junior Data Modeller
SAP ABAP Developer
Production Support Analyst
Analyst
Software Engineer
IT Developer
Specialist: Functional Support
System Engineer
IT Tester
Automated Tester
Java Developer
IT System Analyst
Analyst Programmer I

R0.00

According to Payscale, the average annual income of a Java Developer with one to four years’ experience
in South Africa range between R143 674 – R493 315 – as shown on the right graph above. The minimum
that a CapaCiTi1000 beneficiary who is a Developer is earning is R13,142.62 and the maximum (for Java
Developer) is R20,035.89 – giving an annual range of R157 711.44 – R240 430.68, respectively. Due to
diversity of IT concepts embedded in the Oracle Advanced Java Programming course components, some
Jobs Fund beneficiaries have opted for other IT careers which are not Java Developer position. However,
it is worthwhile to note that 84% of the IT employment positions’ annual salaries fall within the expected
national annual salary range a Java Developer.
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4.1.6.4 PG Dip. in Software Development
This is an NQF level 8 qualification which is targeted at fast-tracking Non-IT and IT degree holders into
employable professionals. Below is a comparative analysis of national entry level salary ranges versus
what the CapaCiTi 1000 beneficiaries were/are earning for entry positions. A Software Developer has been
used as reference point to benchmark and compare with CapaCiTi1000 graduate salary range.
Figure 4.15: SWD graduate Income comparison to national average income
CapaCiTi1000 Average Graduate Income Range

National Salary Range of a Software Developer
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According to Payscale, the average annual income of a Software Developer with one to four years’
experience in South Africa, range between R117 367 – R398 295 – as shown on the right graph above. The
left graph above shows that CapaCiTi1000 beneficiaries who graduated from this course occupied a
diverse range of IT positions as Developers, programmers, Analyst or Testers. In line with the foregoing,
these respective career path are largely influenced topic/concept interest during training and area of
specialization during internship period. However, to be able to compare with national salary ranges, the
only position with the title “Software Developer” shows an average monthly income of R11 000 (R132000
per annum), which implies that the salary falls within the expected entry level National salary range.
However, it is worthwhile to note that apart from two IT employment position of Junior ABAP Developer
and Junior Intergration Developer, the remaining positions’ annual salaries fall within the expected
national annual salary range of a Software Developer.
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4.1.6.5 PG Dip. Business & Systems Analysis

This is an NQF level 8 qualification attained by combining Business Analysis and Systems Analysis. The
qualification is targeted at fast-tracking Non-IT and IT degree holders into employable professionals.
Below is a comparative analysis of national entry level salary ranges versus what the CapaCiTi 1000
beneficiaries were/are earning for entry positions. A BA (Business Analyst) and an SA (Systems Analyst)
has been used reference points to benchmark and compare with CapaCiTi1000 graduate salary range.
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Figure 4.16: BASA graduate Income comparison to national average income
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As shown on the Payscale right graph above, the average annual income of a BA with one to four years’
experience in South Africa, range between R186 353 – R510 947 whilst that of a Systems Analyst range
between R171 731 – 510 084. The minimum that a Business Analyst CapaCiTi1000 beneficiary is earning

is R16,412.23 and the maximum is R18,009.00– giving an annual range of R195 002.76 – R216 108,
respectively. On the other hand, the minimum that a Systems Analyst CapaCiTi1000 beneficiary is earning
is R13 000 and the maximum is R22 500 – giving an annual range of R169000 – R270 000, respectively.
The minimum average annual income for a CapaCiTi1000 is slightly lower than that of Payscale national
average. However, it’s also important to note that Payscale, is providing us with real time (current) data
whereas CapaCiTi1000 beneficiaries’ data is for 2013 -2016. Due to various of areas of specialisation
embedded in the BASA course, some Jobs Fund beneficiaries have opted for other BA and SA related
careers which are not necessarily BA or SA positions.

2.2

Effectiveness

Table 4.6 below shows a summary of indicators of target versus actual achievement.
Year 1

Indicator
(as applicable)

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Beneficiary Actuals
(disaggregated)

Final Total

Year 5

%≤35

%F

%M

%PDI

301

95

36

64

98

325

330

99

41

59

98

360

536

99

37

63

98

Target

Actual

Target

Actual

Target

Actual

Target

Actual

Target

Actual

Target

Actual

31

22

43

39

100

67

126

137

35

36

300

81

86

108

110

136

107

22

27

0

0

90

115

120

134

150

102

9

199

0

0

Number of
beneficiaries
employed in
permanent
positions with
project partners

Number of
beneficiaries
having
completed time
bound
internships

No. of Trained
Beneficiaries

Table 4.6 Summary of Indicators

2.2.1

Project achievement evaluation

As depicted on the table above, this project has exceeded the final target for training, time bound
internships and permanent employment.
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